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For decades, epidemiological studies have shown sex-based differences in 
a number of diseases and disorders—but amazingly, scientists have only 
recently begun to analyze data by sex or even to consider it as a variable. The 
author started asking Pitt researchers what they were learning and found 
that men and women and boys and girls are worlds apart in terms of their 
nervous, cardiovascular, musculoskeletal, and immune systems, and that 
these differences have important health implications. 

An excerpt:
To say that men and women are of different minds is a tired punch 
line, a fact of life we accept so fully that it’s practically old hat. But 
if you try to talk about differences in terms of the structure and 
function of the brain—the organ itself—scientists stumble over the 
idea, hindered by certain hang-ups.

For one, throughout the history of our evolving understanding 
of human health, we’ve tended to chalk up every inconsistency 
between the sexes as a function of the circulating hormones that 
are so powerful through our reproductive years. For another, if 
you point out a difference—even something as statistically strong 
as the slant toward women when it comes to major depression—
people shrug it off. … People tend to get caught up in the social 
construct of gender if you try to talk about the sexes in terms of 
biology.

But in recent years, scientific circles have begun to accept the 
notion that socialization isn’t all to blame. If it were, why would 
women in Sweden—a place where education and labor laws 

have gone a long way to foster equality among men and women—be just as prone to depression as American women? 
Nor can we explain it all away with circulating hormones. For example, Alzheimer’s disease—which emerges years after 
sex hormone levels wane—is more fatal in men than in women. Investigators at Pitt and elsewhere are finding that we 
are built differently and wired differently, quite literally. The neurocircuitry that connects the parts of the brain has a very 
distinct way of evolving in males versus females. It turns out, we are fundamentally different, even at the cellular level.…

Judges said: “This article shows tremendous enterprise in drawing together different strands of research around the 
medical school and tying them together in answer to a fascinating question.”
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